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RC preface to the 2018 update: Opinion pieces on constantly
evolving conservation strategies and federal management plans
tend to age quickly. Some of the detail in this essay has become
irrelevant since 2008. But in 2018 its core message is only more
pressing. So I’ve tried here to massage it into a useful resource in
JuneauNature>Nature>Ecology101>Productivity.
A decade ago, reviewers of early drafts of this essay suggested
we use more “neutral” and scientific-sounding language in labeling the ends of the spectrum of forest productivity. So instead
of hammered gems versus unproductive leftovers, we chose
Productive Fragmented Watersheds (PFWs) vs Less Productive
Intact Watersheds (LPIWs). Reviewers felt that dissenters in the
conservation community might be more inclined to consider our
views if terminology seemed less judgemental.
Today, from 10 years hindsight, it’s clear that those highly
forgettable PFWs and LPIWs did nothing to improve our credibility
among colleagues in conservation. In 2008 TCC leaders (Tongass

Conservation Collaborative) were fully committed to partnering
with timber folks. Ground-truthing scouts returning with tales of
carnage from the southern timberlands were deemed inconvenient
and overlookable. It wasn’t a matter of semantic civility, but a more
fundamental incompatibility between strategists and woodswalkers.
Ancient forest toppled under the collaboration bandwagon.
Another word I stopped using, in service to civility, was triage.
Although the sorting of watersheds and timber districts into winners
and losers was clearly a triage strategy, not one conservation
leader would admit that saving their “high biological value” unproductive leftovers came at severe cost to the bleeding hammered
gems. In this 2018 update I haven’t tried to rub anyone’s nose
in the subsequent breakdown of collaboration, or its outcome on
the timberlands. But I can’t in good conscience refuse to reinstate
“triage” to our essay’s subtitle.
Since we wrote this, Tàan (POW) was rocked by Logjam, Big
Thorne, and the Sealaska Lands Bill S.340. Sorry, that's triage.

Assessment of TLMP 2008 & TCC Conservation Strategy
Richard Carstensen and Bob Christensen, April 2008
Executive Summary
● Impetus
The January 2008 Record of Decision (ROD) for the new Tongass
Land Management Plan (TLMP) outlines a 3-phase approach to
logging, referred to as Adaptive Management. Phase 1 of this plan
presents immediate risks to some of Southeast’s most important
and vulnerable watersheds.
● Methods
This paper builds upon our recent experiences in the Ground-truthing Project, a 3-year effort by Sitka Conservation Society (SCS)
to document conditions in the Southeast timber lands, and to
evaluate the consequences of past and future logging. In addition
to scouting many timber projects, we’ve recently conducted GIS
analysis—both Tongass-wide and for selected project areas such
as Kosciusko Island—to see how Phase 1 logging might play out
over the coming decade.
Although the Ground-truthing Project has molded our opinions
about effective conservation policy, this is not an official position
paper of SCS or any other conservation group. It simply presents
the ideas of the Ground-truthing field team.
● TCC strategy—strengths and caveats
The emerging conservation proposal of the Tongass Conservation
Collaborative (TCC) 1 —based largely upon the extensive conservation assessment conducted by TNC/Audubon since 2005—has
potential to address problems with TLMP. We do have reservations about how the TCC strategy addresses watersheds that have
long served as the core of Southeast’s timber program. This essay
offers constructive critique of both Adaptive Management and the
TCC plan.
● Hammered gems
In this essay we describe a contrast between Southeast’s most
productive watersheds for timber and fish (hammered gems)—
almost all of which were heavily logged between the 1950s
and 1970s—and the less productive watersheds where logging
was often deferred for lack of concentrated timber values
1 Participating groups: Southeast Alaska Conservation Society,
Sitka Conservation Society, The Nature Conservancy, Audubon
Alaska, Trout Unlimited, The Wilderness Society, Alaska
Conservation Foundation, Alaska Wilderness League.

(unproductive leftovers). Hammered gems have typically been
undervalued in the effort to prioritize protections for remaining
large intact watersheds. Here, we try to explain why hammered
gems need our attention.
● Liquidating large-tree functionality
Existing TLMP Standards and Guidelines have proven insufficient
at arresting the continuing liquidation of large-tree forest within
our most productive watersheds, especially at low elevations.
Phase 1 of Adaptive Management threatens to accelerate largetree and cedar removal from ‑ hammered gems throughout the
Tongass. We discuss implications of these losses for landscape
integrity within biogeographic provinces.
● Availability of timber in Phase 1
Our GIS analysis (page 20) indicates that if certain rarely-cut (and
in our view inappropriate) elements of the mapped timber base are
excluded, the maximum ASQ from Phase-1 lands is less than 65
mmbf/yr. Cutting at this rate would soon essentially zero out irreplaceable old-growth forest types in these watersheds.
● Suggestions for modifying the TCC strategy
On page 25 we propose 2 basic modifications: First are ways
to prohibit further old-growth removal within the most heavily logged portions of hammered gems. Second are suggested
ammendments to the TLMP Standards and Guidelines.
● Where to log
Much has been written and legislated about where not to log.
The current management procedure is for resource specialists to
map exemptions from timber lands—stream corridors, goshawk
buffers, etc—then for cutting units to be laid out on the remaining
landscape according to transport constraints and current market
values of Tongass tree species. There is little in this procedure to
prevent continuation of the high-grading that has left our forest
a shell of its former majesty and structural diversity. We need a
stronger vision for what a healthy timber program might look like.
At the conclusion of this essay, we suggest a ranking of forest
types most ecologically suitable to a long-term, multi-rotational
Tongass timber program.
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Introduction
After 50 years of high-grading, Southeast
timberlands are now a mosaic of hammered
gems and unproductive leftovers. In this
essay “productive” generally means lands
most capable of producing large trees and
species that benefit from large-tree habitat,
ie. salmon, eagles, bears, etc (sidebar, next
page).
Most hammered gems were the region’s
richest and least fragmented watersheds prior
to being logged in the 1960s and 70s. TLMP
2008 continues to target hammered gems. In
fact, Adaptive Management oversells what is
actually available in Phase 1 watersheds by
setting an ASQ goal that these areas cannot
realistically support (page 20). An escalation
to the 100 mmbf/year threshold could only
be achieved through “perverse subsidies that
encourage unsustainable use of resources.”
(Resilience Alliance https://www.resalliance.
org/).
In our opinion, further logging in most
hammered gems will likely result in
decreased wildlife productivity and subsistence opportunities near communities,
reduced ecosystem service functionality, and
numerous additions to the already long list of
watersheds in need of restoration.
The TCC proposal represents the best
regional conservation strategy we have seen
to date. We support its balance of social and
biological values that includes: permanent
protection of many unproductive leftovers
and a few hammered gems; an aggressive
restoration plan for many hammered gems;
and a transition to young growth (YG)
logging.
Our understanding is that the TCC proposal is a work in progress and that advice on
improvements to the design are desired by
those crafting the plan.
Toward that end we’ve considered the
lessons learned from 3 years of ground-truthing past, present and planned timber sale
areas. We’ve assessed the ecological implications of the TCC plan as it currently stands
and what kinds of changes/additions would
provide strengthened protections.
In particular, we’ve been looking into ways
of improving protections for hammered gems,
including:
● Prohibiting further old-growth logging in

highly impacted hammered gems.
● Broadening scope of restoration prioritization
● Recommending congressionally mandated improvements to TLMP
Standards & Guidelines that insure landscape connectivity, prioritize
“productivity” rather than “viability,” and require holistic multiple-scale
analysis of proposed timber sales.
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Hammered gem:
Jack Gustavson
on Southwest
Kosciusko
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Definition: watershed productivity

Productivity is defined by ecologists as the rate of production (eg grams
per year) of some component of the community such as the biomass of
vegetation. When referring to “productive” SE watersheds, we employ a
market-weighted bias that might gloss over some other ecologically important
kinds of productivity.
In terms of annual tonnage, timber and salmon far outweigh all other
Southeast commodities. We define productive watersheds, as those that—
relative to their biogeographic province—rapidly grow very large trees
and associated fauna, and/or host exceptional runs of salmon. This kind
of productivity often appears to spring from the nature of underlying bedrock,
with carbonate rocks at the rich end, and granitics toward the lean end of the
spectrum.
But, as ecologist Mary Willson points out, it’s important to be clear that
timber or fish productivity “doesn’t translate directly into productivity of
anything else, because habitat structure and exposure and plant defensive compounds and a zillion other things may regulate other community
components.”
For example, shrub production is often inversely proportional to forest
canopy production. So it could be there’s higher production of some
shrub-nesting birds and blueberry parasites in the types of scrubby-forest
watersheds we’ve defined as “less productive.” Diversity within many taxa (eg
bryophytes) is also probably higher in our “less productive” watersheds.
Even more relevant (and confounding) for this essay; some conditions that
are productive of certain fish species need not be productive of forests. Anan
Creek watershed has extraordinary pink salmon productivity but almost zero
large-tree forest. The entire watershed is mapped as granitic. Evidently, this
relatively sterile parent rock is a deal-breaker for tree production, but not for
a fish that barely feeds in the freshwater portion of its life cycle. Anan’s pink
productivity may have less to do with in-stream fish food than with flow-stabilization provided by the many lakes in the system.
Still, for better or worse, timber and salmon productivity—well captured in
several fields of TNC/Audubon’s wtsh_matrix.xls mega-database—tend to
go together in most watersheds. Since our greatest large-tree forests have
mostly been cut, the best single index in the TNC/Audubon mega-database of
ongoing watershed productivity is probably the province ranking for pink and
chum salmon. Sadly, an even more reliable productivity index is percent loss
of POG and large tree forest (pink on the adjacent charts).
The good news is that productivity and resilience tend to go hand-in-hand.
This makes many hammered gems guaranteed long-term payoffs, given the
expected volatility in nature’s “market:” ie the impacts of global warming and
the like.

Definition: potential carrying capacity

Carrying capacity is defined by ecologists as the number of individuals an
environment can support—given the food and habitat available—without
significant negative impacts to the organism and its environment. Potential
carrying capacity includes likely future conditions under cautious management prescriptions. We believe potential carrying capacity for several
commercial and subsistence species—especially salmon and deer—tends to
be higher in hammered gems. Managing these areas primarily for timber—
particularly when they occur near communities—unfairly prolongs recovery to
full potential carrying capacity.

Productivity spectrum for Southeast timber lands, ranked from top to bottom by
prelogging % of large-tree forest (darkest green). Productive Old Growth (POG)
consists of large, medium, and small-tree forest (both shades of green). This also
declines from top to bottom.
The top 4 sale areas, already heavily logged (pink) are currently mapped
“Restoration” or “Timber” by TNC/Audubon, and can be subjected to further
logging under Phase 1. The bottom 3 sale areas have currently seen almost no
logging, and are mapped “Conservation Priority” by TNC/Audubon. Logging here
will be deferred until Phases 2 or 3.
Note that the top 3 hammered gems, even after logging, have higher % largetree forest than the bottom 3 unproductive leftovers.
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Hammered gem:
Second-entry clearcut on
karst, Southwest Kosciusko

Adaptive Management
In January 2008, the long-awaited Record of Decision for our new
TLMP came out. Since then, conservationists and timber planners alike
have been struggling to digest the implications of what is called an Adaptive Management strategy, a 3-phase approach in which, supposedly,
the most expendable watersheds will be logged first, followed by medium-value watersheds, and finally, what the Regional Forester repeatedly
refers to as “the higher value roadless areas and those perceived as more
environmentally sensitive” [our emphasis].
In some ways, the Forest Service has temporarily honored requests
from many in the conservation community, particularly those who hold
these intact roadless watersheds to be of the highest biological value
(e.g. TNC/Audubon assessment), or most important to nearby communities (e.g. SEACC Special Areas). With few exceptions, only the “lower
value” roadless fragments in a clearcut matrix will be scheduled for
further logging immediately in Phase 1:
From the ROD: “Paramount among these concerns is how to ensure that development
occurs first on the lower value roadless areas, . . . while protecting the higher value roadless areas.”

There are contradictions in the goals of Adaptive Management. If the
USFS really expects its stated goals for an integrated forest products
industry will be achieved, then the higher (Phase 2 & 3) as well as lower
value (Phase 1) roadless will all be cut; the sequence would ultimately be
irrelevant.
It’s clear that temporary deferral of new timber sales in Phase 2 and 3
areas gives conservation groups valuable time to mobilize a permanent
protections bill for these areas. But what should be done about the immediate and escalating threats to watersheds in Phase 1?
Around the time that ADF&G Habitat Division was moved to DNR, the
Tongass witnessed an alarming attrition of both state and federal habitat
biologists who had many years of on-the-ground knowledge of the kinds
of watersheds that typify Phase 1. Since the demise of these professional ‘habitat scouts,’ there are few people in conservation who’ve had
the opportunity to compare a wide range of Southeast watersheds from
“lower value” (Phase 1) to “higher value” (Phase 3).
Since 2005, we’ve traversed dozens of watersheds in the Phase-1
Timber Production lands. Having experienced many of these places

firsthand, it’s clear to us that even in their
currently beleaguered state these are some
of the most biologically important areas in
the Tongass. Unfortunately, under Adaptive
Management they are not being treated as
such. The following is an illustrated attempt to
convey the importance of watersheds that are
poised to slip through our fingers.
Legacy of high-grading
It’s widely agreed that, from the beginning of
European presence in southeast Alaska, we’ve
consistently taken the best first, at all scales.
Handloggers took the best pumpkins from
streams and coastlines; then small A-frame
operations took the best patches of coastal
karst and small-fan timber; then roads were
punched into the best watersheds, cutting
the best forests on the first entry, the next
best on the second entry, and so forth. On a
Southeast-wide scale, the result is that our
most productive islands—for fish, wildlife
and timber—gave up the most and best wood.
Prince of Wales and its karst satellites were
the biggest losers in terms of volume.
To anyone who accepts this thumbnail
history of Southeast logging, it’s obvious
that ‘hammered’ watersheds like Sitkoh Bay
(89% large-tree forest cut) and Kosciusko
Island (68% LTs cut) would score highest on
a ranking of productivity—and might originally have scored highest for overall biological values as well—within their respective
biogeographic provinces. Most Alaskans
would also probably guess that, given 300
years or so to regain their forest majesty, these
resilient watersheds could once again return to
highest province rank.
Resilience of hammered gems
What is less intuitively obvious, until you’ve
walked Sitkoh or Kosciusko with an eye to
assets such as berry yield, bear trails, or (for
Kos) first-rotation growth rate, is how rich and
important these hammered gems are now.
Sitkoh Bay is 7th-ranking out of 83 watersheds in its province for overall salmon
values. Channel widening and shallowing
from streamside logging probably enhanced
the catchability of Sitkoh’s pink and chum
for brown bear in some reaches. Kosciusko,
even after forfeiting probably more giant trees
than any Southeast landscape short of Long
Island, retains in our experience the most
extensive remaining patches of superlative
karst old-growth on the Tongass. Kos is so
productive that even stands passed over on
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Hammered gem: Cheryl Van
Dyke at Sitkoh Bay

the first-entry are impressive. Many of these forests are in
proposed cutting units within the current Kosciusko timber
sale (page 12). Yes, these places are badly fragmented, but
this increases the strategic value of the quality patches that
remain.
Like most conservationists, we’ve often referred to
watersheds like Sitkoh and southwestern Kosciusko as
“hammered, nuked, creamed,” ghosts of their former
vibrancy. As members of the Landmark Trees Project we’ve
spent many years hunting and advocating for Southeast’s
giant-tree forest; we deeply appreciate standing spruces as
opposed to stump fields.
But more recently, we’ve broadened our search image,
from large living trees to watershed productivity. This
revised goal forced us to recognise that some of those
riparian stump fields, now overarched by mature red alder,
have outstanding values for fish and summer wildlife. (It’s
not fair to condemn them for their lack of good winter deer
habitat, because the large-spruce forests that preceded them
Unproductive leftover. Yellow-cedar
dieback is indicative of low-productive
conditions. In response to conservationist
concerns, Ushk will not be logged until
Phase 3. Sitkoh, lacking advocates, could
be entered in Phase 1.

never had high-quality Vaccinium/Cornus forage to begin
with.)
Slowly, we began to question the use of adjectives
like “hammered, nuked,” as applied to these outstanding
watersheds. Perhaps a better label would be “stressed” or
“disturbed,” as they indeed suffered damage. But like great
poets or musicians, these talented watersheds give some of
their finest performances under siege.
Highly productive watersheds could be described as
capable of “overflowing.” Unlike the more conservative
unproductive leftovers described below, hammered gems
are generous with their production. Traditionally, our
productive watersheds have been (and still are) ‘exporting’
systems, broadcasting their fruits far into the encompassing
biogeographic provinces.
Unproductive leftovers
At the opposite extreme—across the spectrum of various-sized roadless patches in today’s Timber Production
lands—are the large, completely unroaded watersheds
like Ushk Bay. We call these unproductive leftovers. In
the TNC/Audubon conservation assessment, Ushk rises
to Marxan tier 1, highest conservation priority, while
Sitkoh Bay drops to tier 4, lowest priority. Under Adaptive
Management, Ushk will not be logged until Phase 3, while
Sitkoh could be entered immediately in Phase 1.
What is Ushk like on the ground? Well, there’s a reason
it hasn’t been intensively roaded yet. The temporarily-tabled Ushk/Deep/Poison timber sale area is mostly on
unproductive granitic bedrock. Only 37% of this 3-VCU
project area is POG (charts, page 3). A scant 4% was largetree forest, and half of that–in the Ushk bayhead–was
logged in 1951. Even though nearby Sitkoh Bay has lost
89% of its large-tree forest, it still has more than Ushk
ever did or will. Now that yellow-cedar is our most valuable timber tree, there’s renewed interest in Ushk, but to a
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naturalist, lots of yellow-cedar says “this is a hungry landscape, not a fast-turnover timber bread-basket.”
In 2005, after a tour of the giant stumps of Sitkoh Bay,
we skiffed over to Ushk, where we hoped to establish a
Landmark Trees site. Using stereophotography, we identified the tallest, most promising riparian spruce stand, and
bushwacked up the south trib to measure it. But we never
even pulled out the forestry tools; our imaginary giant
spruces were disappointing, tall only by comparison to the
even scrubbier hillside forests:

Unproductive leftover: Bob Christensen at Ushk Bay. Typical upland
slope on granite. Yellow-cedar is
the only valuable tree.

Carstensen field notes, June 2005: “I’d like to claim that I predicted
the Ushk alluvial forest would be no rival for the “ghosts” of Sitkoh,
but I didn’t put it together until we actually entered the ﬂood-plain
forest on South Trib. Instead of “pumpkins” we found modest, thincrowned, widely dispersed spruces. Here was yet another legacy of
the granitic bedrock, something I should have learned after nearly a
decade of big-tree hunting across the Tongass.”

captions), one reason that Ushk rises to Marxan tier 1—
Ushk Bay is an unproductive leftover. Don’t get us
highest conservation priority—while Sitkoh falls to the
wrong. We love Ushk Bay. We love walking upstream over
lowest tier 4.
the smooth, sterile, white granite cobbles. Ushk Bay is to
Certainly, Sitkoh has problems, and they’ll get worse,
Alaska as Yosemite is to California, a lovely, unproductive
especially without remedial measures. The multi-branched
place where it would be crazy to log. But let’s not call it
road closely parallels almost every significant fish channel,
“highest biological value.” That label belongs just as rightblocking fish passage, introducing invasive plants, and
fully to the hammered gems: Sitkoh, Spasski, Whitewater,
Starrigavan, Heceta, Harris River, Traitor’s/Carroll, Chasina exposing bears to poachers and harassment. This is espePenninsula. These places are to Alaska as the Central Valley cially sad because Sitkoh offers a lowland link from Peril
Strait directly to the priceless Kadashan VCU on the north
of the Sacramento/San Juaquin was to California—the past
(landscape position and connectivity values are not reflectand future breadbaskets. 1 Fortunately, they are nowhere
ed in the Marxan tier ranking). The TCC proposal classifies
near so altered or privately controlled as the Central Valley.
Sitkoh Bay as “Restoration Priority” (orange on map, page
Sitkans might be surprised to hear us describe the Ushk
watershed as unproductive. Because it’s one of the last rela- 8). We agree, but also feel that no more old growth should
be cut here. Unfortunately, Phase 1 forces OG logging into
tively unlogged bays fringing Peril Strait (and because its
such places.
worst clearcut is hidden from the water), Ushk is a favorite
Certainly, we don’t wish to devalue the decades-long
anchorage and bear-viewing destination. Uskh has equivalent mileage of flood-plain channel salmon habitat
Even though Sitkoh Bay has lost 89% of its large-tree
to Sitkoh, which of course means good fishing
forest, it still has more than Ushk ever did or will.
for bears. Recall that back in the page 5 sidebar,
we described a similar situation at Anan Creek,
effort to protect unproductive leftovers like Ushk Bay; there
another granitic watershed with low forest productivity but
are abundant reasons not to put roads into these naturally
high pink salmon production. The low-nutrient status of
fragmented watersheds. We simply suggest the TCC give
Ushk’s freshwater channels may not be a serious problem
more consideration to immediate and potential long-term
for species like pink and chum salmon that outmigrate as
ecological payoffs by including stronger protections for
soon as they hatch, and don’t linger to feed in the stream.
more productive places like Sitkoh Bay.
Brown bears are highly observable in the Ushk estuary,
Below we’ll describe the risks presented by Adaptive
foraging along the contact between salt marsh and forest.
One reason for their visibility is the ankle-high marsh vege- Management’s Phase 1 to our most productive watersheds.
But first, we devote 5 pages to GIS comparison of USFS
tation, nothing like the lush Sitkoh estuary (photos, next
Phase-1 and the TCC conservation proposal.
page). Even a lying-down bear can be seen over half a mile
away through binoculars in the Ushk Bay goosetongue. In
contrast, we didn’t see the bear in the Sitkoh photograph
text continues on p.15
until it stood on hind legs above the lady ferns, 50 yards
away.
But the TNC/Audubon estuary score derives from total
acreage of salt marsh, not its quality (compare photos and
1 Comment from Greg Streveler: “The question then becomes:
what will those baskets produce in the future - aboriginal products
like OG, bears, salmon, or ‘managed’ products like second growth
or even agriculture?”
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Watershed productivity is reflected not only in tree size but sometimes in the character of the estuary as well. Soil weathered from
granitic parent rock is coarse and unproductive with low clay fraction. Compare the sparse, ankle-high salt marsh vegetation at Ushk
to the mosaic of waist-high sedge and chest-high uplift meadow on
the richer sedimentary/volcanic soils of Sitkoh.
All of these estuarine veg-types are lumped as E2EM in the
NWI database. Total salt marsh acreage (E2EM) is slightly higher
at Ushk than Sitkoh, so Ushk gets a slightly better estuary score
than Sitkoh in TNC/Aud’s wtsh_matrix tables. In reality, the Sitkoh
estuary is far more valuable to bears and waterfowl. Rearing salmonids (especially summer coho) and marine fishes also benefit from
Sitkoh’s greater annual salt marsh production as mediated by estuarine invertebrate prey.
Just above the Sitkoh estuary, the creek was logged to the banks
in 1949. The resulting mature red alder stand has some of the highest density of bear sign that we’ve seen, and sheds nitrogen-rich
litter into the stream. (See comments on Spasski alder, page 20.)

Unproductive leftover: Sparse
salt marsh veg on granitic
cobbles in Ushk estuary.

Brown bear in
uplift meadow
at top of Sitkoh
estuary

Hammered gem: Sitkoh estuary with lush
salt marsh/meadow mosaic
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Adaptive Management & TCC proposal

Cross-hatched VCUs are in Phase 1 under the 2008 USFS
Adaptive Management plan. These can be entered immediately
for logging. Diagonal-hatched VCUs are in Phases 2 and 3, to be
deferred until annual cut reaches 100 mmbf/yr and 150 mmbf/yr,
respectively. Almost all hammered gems fall into TLMP Phase 1,
except for those that are privately owned (subject to even greater
historical impacts and weaker future protections).
The TNC/Audubon conservation proposal is shown in 6 colors
below the USFS hatching codes. Conservation Priority watersheds (green), are generally roadless.
Restoration Priority watersheds are brown and orange. The
brown shows Core Areas of Biological Value where no old-growth
logging is allowed. In orange subwatersheds, “logging of old
growth is permissible if consistent with conserving fish and wildlife habitat.”
Timber priority watersheds are shown in purple and lilac.
These areas had generally lower “biological value” as determined
by Marxan analysis, and are accessibile to existing roads. It
should be noted that the purple and lilac colors are not included
in the TCC proposal at this time, but the fields remain in the GIS
database. We continue to use the designations because of the
useful information they provide for discussion.
A few Phase-1 polygons (crosshatched) are identified by Marxan
as conservation priority (green): Security Bay (N Kuiu), west-central Kupreanof, SW Mitkof Island, Shinaku (N of Klawock), Saint
Nicholas (S of Craig), and Port Refugio on Suemez Island.
Generally, however, the Phase-1 watersheds are classified by
TNC/Audubon as either Restoration Priority (OG logging allowed
in the orange portions; prohibited in brown) or Timber Production.
Black numbers show hammered gem watersheds in Phase 1:
Note that productivity increases strongly to the south; areas identified here as “productive” in the north wouldn’t be considered
exceptionally productive in the south. We define a watershed’s
productivity as relative to its biogeographic province.
1) Northeast Chichagof checkerboard*
2) Sitkoh/False Island stripped bottomland*
3) Rodman stripped bottomland
4) Kadake Creek large-tree checkerboard
5) Logjam/Staney checkerboard/megacuts*
6) Sea Otter karst island megacuts
7) Cobble stripped bottomland/megacuts
8) Chasina redcedar karst checkerboard (& private megacuts)
9) Northern Revilla stripped coast & bottomland
* checkerboard = connectivity already compromised by
proliferating upland clearcuts. stripped bottomland = alluvial/
toeslope large-tree forest almost entirely removed. megacuts =
clearcuts merged over time to become landscape matrix.
Blue numbers show pinchpoints and corridors in Phase 1:
1) Freshwater/Game Creek checkerboard
2) Red Bay/El Cap checkerboard
3) Neck Lake pinchpoint megacuts
4) Stikine stepping-stone megacuts
5) Anita/Burnett pinchpoint checkerboard
6) Trocadero/Twelvemile pinchpoint megacuts
7) Polk/Hetta/Cholmondeley megacuts
Red letters show unproductive leftovers illustrated and
mentioned in text (also charts, page 3):
A) Ushk Bay granitics
B) Emerald Bay high POG/sparse large-tree forest
C) Cholmondeley granitics
These unproductive leftovers are identified Conservation Priority
by TNC/Audubon Marxan analysis. Ushk and Cholmondeley are
deferred by USFS until Phase 3. Emerald Bay is Phase 2.‑
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TCC proposal for NPOW
To more closely examine the TCC
conservation proposal, we’ve
zoomed in to Southeast’s timber
bread basket. Black lines show
roads. Green areas are recommended for permanent protection
as roadless watersheds. Orange
means “Restoration Priority,” but
further old-growth logging would
be permissible here. Brown means
“Core Areas of Biological Value”
(no OG logging). We feel the
brown areas should be renamed
something like “Restoration Anchor
Points,” because biological value is
not only a matter of intactness but
of productivity as well.
Hammered gems are the places
with the most densely packed
roads, a sure sign of supremely-productive landscapes (eg
Staney Creek, SW Kosciusko,
South Cobble). All have ‘creeping
megacuts’ of up to 23 square miles,
scabbed-on clearcuts of many
different ages coalescing to form
the landscape matrix. Unfortunately, under the current TCC proposal,
these megacuts fall primarily in the
orange (OG logging okay ‘if consistent. . .) and purple (Timber Production).
Note that the brown “core” areas tend to fall in the areas with lower road density than
in the orange. Although the “road cost” was suspended for the Marxan run that identified
the brown and orange areas, the strategy still largely mimics the process that was used
to prioritize larger whole-watershed designations; it protects the most intact patches.
But the reason these places are still relatively intact is that timber quality (and often, the
original fish & wildlife values) are lower than in the more fragmented orange. In contrast,
the orange and much of the purple once held the greatest forest in Alaska. It’s relatively
resilient, and has a great future as well, if we don’t push it past the impact inflection point
(explained below).
In Marxan analysis, purple “primary timber production” areas such as SW Kosciusko
and the Cobble scored lower for “biological value” than the orange and brown restoration
areas. Under USFS Adaptive Management, the TNC/Audubon strategy purple areas are
almost all mapped as Phase-1 timber lands (crosshatch pattern on map, page 8). Under
the evolving TCC conservation proposal, these areas would be managed for timber,
protected only by the existing TLMP S&Gs.
But cautious management of these purple and orange areas is critical to Southeast
conservation, and the TLMP S&Gs have routinely failed to prevent unacceptable habitat
fragmentation and high-grading of rare and declining forest types. Some of our most valuable and all of our most over-logged watersheds are in the purple and orange. Southwest
Kos (purple), for example, is home to extremely rare large-tree karst forest patches (page
12 & 13). Staney Creek (orange) has regionally outstanding salmon runs and is likely to
be the next major restoration focus for Thorne Bay Ranger District (page 14). The Cobble
(purple) was home to pioneering collaborative restoration projects by USFS, TNC and
Trout Unlimited (Sal Creek photo, page 16). The southern end of the Cobble, immediately north of Thorne Bay, has some of the highest density of roads and clearcuts on the
Tongass; it shouldn’t be subjected to further fragmentation.
We recommend that hammered gems such as SW Kos, Staney, and South Cobble be
protected from further OG logging under the TCC proposal. Suggestions on the implimentation of these protections are at the end of this essay.

Cavers Pete and Jed Smith on South Tuxekan Island. This spruce is just outside
the boundary of a proposed old-growth cutting unit. If that patch is logged, the
spruce will probably blow down. Under the TNC /Audubon proposal, this part of the
island is designated “Core Area” (brown), so old-growth logging would be prohibited. That’s the approach we would like to see taken for all such heavily-logged and
highly productive landscapes (hammered gems). Currently, however, they are more
commonly mapped in the orange and purple (OG logging allowed).
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Hammered gem
Bob Christensen in proposed
OG cutting unit on Kosciusko.
This small OG patch (red dot
on adjacent map) is surrounded by hundreds of contiguous
acres of 35-yr-old second
growth with depauperate
understory

TCC proposal for Kosciusko
Zooming in still closer, we can get a better idea how the TCC
proposal deals with the spectrum from heavily to lightly logged,
and from productive (hammered gems) to intact (unproductive
leftovers). Kosciusko is a good place to get calibrated because
it was the site of a recent ‘show-me’ tour, conducted by Thorne
Bay Ranger District for visiting staff from SCS, TNC, TWS and the
Ground-truthing project. Many of us now have personal experience
with this island.
The only essentially intact portion of the island is the northeastern end, coded green for conservation priority. Logged second
growth (black) falls into TNC/Audubon’s purple Timber Production
at the south end, or orange Restoration (but OG logging allowed) in
the middle.
The TNC/Audubon strategy for protections at this scale is to
search out the most intact portions of watersheds and code them
brown (restoration emphasis and YG logging but no OG allowed).
We’ve indicated the karst portions of Kosciusko with white diagonal hatching. Note the heavy dotted line showing contact with high
quality karst on the SW and non-carbonate bedrock supporting
bogs and scrub forest on the NE. See page 13 for close-up aerial
and ground photos of this dramatic transition in forest productivity.
Farther north from the dotted-line contact area, there are places
where extensive unlogged karst forest lies within the brown TCC
“core.” While mapped as large tree forest, much of this area lies
above 1000 feet. Hemlocks dominate, and growth rates are much
slower than on the gently rolling karst of SW Kos.
Ironically, the best ‘productivity map’ for this landscape is not
the karst layer per se, but the combination of USFS’s “managed
stands,” showing past logging, plus the layer for proposed further

OG units, shown in bright green. The island has been intensively
cruised, and foresters know quite well where the best remaining
forests lie; they’re inside those bright green polygons. These contain
not only large spruces (example, above right), but a substantial
component of massive redcedars that are rapidly becoming rare
across the Tongass. Notice that these proposed units are clustered
within and around the edges of existing megacuts that fall in the
orange; they could be logged according to the TCC strategy.
Because the current TCC strategy prioritizes intactness for
old-growth logging prohibitions, and given the history of intense
high-grading on this landscape, any further OG logging on Kos
would be driven into the orange and the purple. These are precisely
the places that, in our opinion, can least endure continued loss of
the last little patches of old growth. When we ground-truth these
isolated OG patches, we almost invariably find them densely laced
with game trails and beds, critical refuge from the surrounding coniferous second growth with essentially no forage.
We recommend there be no further OG logging in areas coded
orange or purple on this map. At the end of this essay is a range of
options for analysing and mapping logging prohibitions in the cores
of unproductive leftovers.
On the next page, we zoom in yet again, to where the above
photo was taken . . .
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Color orthophoto of central Kosciusko.
Clearcuts are tinted violet. Chain of lakes
in the eastern third of the image lies along
the border (dotted line) between karst
(productive, mostly logged) and noncarbonate rocks that support only peatland
and scrub forest. Yellow polygons are
proposed old-growth units in the Kosciusko Timber Sale.
Black arrows show well-travelled deer
and bear corridors through remnant stands
of large-tree old growth (photo below).
There is essentially no remaining winter
deer forage in the matrix of logged former
giant-tree forest. These OG strips were left
not for wildlife but because in the 1970s
they were much less commercially attractive than the matrix.
There are a few valuable redcedar and
spruce scattered through these OG strips,
however, and they will be used to “sweeten the pot” for bidders on what is otherwise promoted as a “young-growth sale.”
Roading and logging the yellow polygons
would sever these corridors.
It’s not like there are any less destructive OG choices. If we were forced to draw
6 OG timber units on this orthophoto, we couldn’t do any better
in terms of habitat retention or minimizing new roads. That’s how
boxed in we’ve become on the finest of our hammered gems.
On the TNC/Audubon map, the karst portion of this aerial
photo is coded orange: “OG logging permissible if consistent with
conserving fish and wildlife habitat.”
Although the exceptionally gappy forest in the photo below could
not compare to the majesty of the ghosts in the encompassing
second growth, it’s a vanishingly rare Southeast forest type. Game
trail density is high and winter deer forage is outstanding. It could

take more than a thousand years to get a forest like this back. Most
of the hemlocks are considered “junk” by loggers; percent of timber
“bycatch” would be unacceptably high. You could find few forest
patches in North America where logging would be less “consistent
with conserving fish and wildlife habitat,” or more antithetical to
sustainability and proportionality. What concepts or threshold values
need to be added to the TCC legislative package to insure that
these kinds of patches are unquestionably protected from logging?
We have a few suggestions at the end of this essay.

Hammered gem: central
Kosciusko Island
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TCC proposal for Staney

Lower Staney Creek VCU has the 12th-ranked
pink escapement and the 17th-ranked coho
smolt capability on the entire Tongass. The
presence of a gigantic megacut (hatch pattern)
on the low-lying middle and north tributaries,
combined with these superlative salmon
values, tells us that the greater Staney watershed is one of the most productive on northern
POW, according to our “trees-&-fish” criterion.
The current TCC proposal maps the more
intact southwestern highland portions of
Staney watershed as brown “core,” (no OG
logging) but leaves the more productive rolling
bottomlands (evidenced by the much greater
amount of logging) as orange “Restoration
Priority.” The name of the prescription is logical; these megacuts and stripped bottomlands
are the places most in need of rehabilitation of
all POW subwatersheds. But of at least equal
importance to restoration, they need an
end to further OG logging. An acre of second
growth “restored” by spaced thinning or
gapping has only a small fraction of the wildlife
value of the original old growth that preceded
it. In highly fragmented watersheds, conducting restoration side-by side with further OG
logging is like bailing a sinking skiff while water
comes in at twice the rate we remove it.
Unfortunately, old-growth logging is allowed
in the orange areas on the current TCC map
“if consistent with conserving fish and wildlife

habitat”. Members of the TCC would probably unanimously agree that
logging more old growth is not consistent at Staney or on Kos. Megacuts
have made a mockery of sustainable forestry in these watersheds.
It comes down to whether conservationists can trust the current TLMP
Standards and Guidelines, which to date have clearly given inadequate
protection against fragmentation. The constraints of Phase 1 will force
timber planners to continue picking away at these hammered gems, 1
even against their better judgement. In our opinions, all orange (and
purple) on this Staney map should be off limits to further OG logging.
On page 27 we return to the question of how we might quantitatively
define creeping megacuts in places like Staney Creek and remove them
from the OG timber base.
1 * We just learned that the new 5-year plan includes a 70 mmbf sale at Staney!

The Staney National Tree Farm?
Tree farming as practiced on private lands down south does
not occur here on the Tongass National Forest, partly due to
the minimum clearcut size of 100 acres. At Staney Creek this
minimum clearcut size has been circumvented by scabbing one
clearcut onto another over the decades to such a degree that
this watershed now hosts one of the largest creeping megacuts
in the region (~23 square miles).
In general, we should work to close the S&G loophole that
allows for such practices. But it’s important to recognize that
when large even-aged stands are well sited and planned
(rather than by-products of lax S&Gs) there can be some real
social and ecological benefits. Large even-aged stands (tree
farms) in productive landscapes allow the forest planner the
ability to concentrate timber projects resulting in decreased
roading, maintenance costs and operator expense. Aggregating the regional footprint (YG, not further OG logging) also
reduces impacts to fish streams and habitat connectivity.
Of the places we’ve visited on the Tongass, the non-carbonate lowland portions of Staney Creek watershed seem relatively well suited to intensive management practices like tree farming. Rotation periods are short (by Alaskan standards) and the
roads are unlikely candidates for closures because of importance to subsistence, recreation and future restoration options.
What if—instead of a 23-mi2 sprawling megacut—we had 2 or 3
well-thought-out tree farms situated away from important anadromous habitat and surrounded by wildlife corridors?
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Hammered gem: Harris
River valley, POW

Impact inflection points
The stated purpose of TNC/Audubon’s strategy is to
increase conservation options by focusing “efficient production of timber . . . within the smallest land base and fewest
miles of roads and with the least cumulative impact on
intact habitat values.”
Unfortunately, removing the last patches of large-tree
(or even mediocre) old growth from a matrix of non-POG
and second growth in one of Southeast’s hammered gems
can have a major “cumulative impact on intact habitat
values,”—not only within the watershed but to the encompassing biogeographic province. Rather than increasing
conservation options, additional OG logging in hammered
gems will narrow them, passing on conservation costs to
our descendants.
The concept of “impact inflection point” (sidebar) is relevant here; at what point in the progressive history of environmental impacts does further damage result in a dramatic
shift in ecological integrity? Which watersheds are closer
to those inflection points: hammered gems or unproductive
leftovers?
Nobody knows the answer to this question. Catastrophic
shifts and impact inflection points are like the straw that
broke the camel’s back—rarely foreseen by land managers.
In general, productive environments (hammered gems) are
more resilient than unproductive leftovers, but all systems
have their inflection points. It is typically only in retrospect
that we understand that we have taken too much, as at
Fubar Creek, where 11 landslides occurred in one day (thus
its name). Or at Harris River, where plugged culverts and
renegade tributaries will cost taxpayers millions of restoration dollars over the coming decades. Or on the Kosciusko epikarst, where we may discover in our third or fourth
rotation that the forest doesn’t come back at all.
The impact of old-growth logging to the greater biogeographic province could hardly be more severe than when

Valley walls of Harris River are
streaked with landslides, one example of
an “impact inflection point.” Some cross
the highway and all feed destabilized
sediment to fans abutting the river. The
bedrock here—mixed sedimentaries and
volcanics—weathers into productive soil
that grows large trees, but tends to slide.
Dates show year of logging. This entire
photo is USFS Phase-1 under the new
“adaptive management” strategy. On the
current TCC proposal, thanks in part to
the presence of a rare salmonid species,
the stripped Harris River bottomlands are
brown–Core Area, no old-growth logging.
The steep slopes above are orange; OG
logging is permissible “if consistent with
conserving fish and wildlife habitat.”
Clearly there is no place left on this
hillside where further old-growth logging
would be reasonable. But TLMP S&Gs
routinely fail to prevent it.

Definitions: Tipping point?
“Tipping point” became a household phrase with Malcom Gladwell’s bestseller by that name. His examples are generally from
sociology. In ecology, the term “tipping point” is usually applied to
the collapse of an ecosystem into an entirely different state.
If you google “environmental tipping point,” the majority of
examples are in relation to climate change, such as predictions
for sweeping, essentially irreversible ecosystemic change over
large landscapes. The Resilience Alliance seems to prefer the
term “catastrophic shift.” (https://www.resalliance.org/)
In Southeast, even our most heavily logged watersheds—
given 300 years—might ultimately return to something pretty
much like their former condition. Rather than “tipping point”, in
this essay we’ve chosen to use the term “impact inflection point”
to describe drastic, non-linear changes resulting from past and
projected future timber activities. Most of the examples we give
would not apply to entire VCUs, but only to portions thereof.
The closest thing we can currently imagine to a true logginginduced tipping point in Southeast is on stripped karst. This
could ultimately result in complete loss of soil and reforestation
potential for centuries or millennia, but probably not across an
entire watershed.
“Impact inflection point” implies accelerated, bridge-burning
change. Such change may occur in an ecosystem of any size,
from the universe to a teal gizzard. As for impact duration, most
of an over-logged watershed might return to its former condition
in 300 years, but some of the many landslide paths that were
reactivated by logging after 12,000 years of slow, post-glacial
stabilization might well not recover over a mere 3 centuries.
We define “impact inflection point” simply as an abrupt
acceleration of impacts at watershed or timber polygon or
stream-reach scale, causing unacceptable prolongation
of recovery, and/or future restoration costs that outweigh
immediate financial gains.
The Resilience Alliance lists these factors that promote
catastrophic shifts (similar conceptually to impact inflection
points) in ecosystems:
• loss of biodiversity
• inflexible, closed institutions
• perverse subsidies that encourage unsustainable use of
resources
• focus on production and increased efficiences leading to loss
of redundancy
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The map at right is excerpted from the 2004 Cobble Landscape Assessment, Susan Howell et al., USFS. There are
29 mapped landslides induced by logging or road-building
within the Sal Creek HUC, and 127 in the larger Cobble
Project Area. High-hazard soils are mapped according
to the Mass Movement Index (MMI). MMI-4 soils are the
least stable, generally on slopes exceeding 72%, with very
high probability of slope failure. Note that most natural
(“non-management”) slides initiated on MMI-4 soils.
MMI-3 soils also have high probability of sliding but
are less vulnerable than MMI-4s. Note, however, that the
majority of human-induced slides initiated on MMI-3 soils.
TLMP’s 72% slope threshold guideline (often waived
anyway) would not prohibit further logging on MMI-3 soils.
Landslides remove forests from the timber base and from
deer winter range indefinitely. They also create barriers to
cross-slope game movement under deep-snow conditions.
But probably more important in watersheds like Sal, they
may impair stream function throughout the centuries-long
process of slide-zone restabilization:
“landslides and debris torrents . . . can have several
effects. Increased sedimentation of gravels, cobbles, and
boulders can reduce channel capacity. Channel storage
becomes diminished, and flows that would have remained
within the stream banks can now flood. Decreased channel capacity also creates channel scour and stream bank
erosion which alters channel morphology. Removal of vegetation also causes scarification of the soil surface resulting
in surface erosion and increased fine sediment in streams.”
(Howell et al, 2004)

directed at the last remaining OG wildlife cover
in the cores of hammered gems . These remnants
need more care than they’re getting from TLMP’s
fickle, definition-challenged Standards and Guidelines (2005 Ground-truthing Report, pages 50-62).
Many of these stripped bottomlands and creeping
megacuts need complete protection from further OG
logging. The Fish Bay OGR (page 29) is an admirable example for which USFS should be commended.
The concept of impact inflection points could
also be applied to species productivity on increasingly fragmented landscapes. Much of the NEPA
process—developed to address the more thoroughly
impacted public lands of the lower 48—comes down
to the rock bottom question of whether landscapes

Hammered gem:
Sal Creek, POW

Aaron Prussian

Sal Creek, eastern POW. In addition to the obvious
landslide problem (left foreground of the photo), Sal has
experienced more impact inflection points such as invasive
species proliferation and steelhead extinction. In combination, these precipitated a costly restoration initiative by
USFS/TNC/TU. According to the 2006 Project Report:
“Reed canary grass is found along the entire length
of Sal Creek and its tributaries and is largely associated
with poor regeneration of trees, both conifer and alder,
along beaver ponds. In extremely warm summers, water
temperature in these beaver ponds can exceed 21°C for
prolonged periods.”
Yet, hand-in-hand with restoration, USFS would attempt
to log more old growth in the encompassing Cobble Area
(maps, page 10 and 21), a multi-watershed unit that is all
Phase 1 under Adaptive Management. On the TNC/Audubon map, the Cobble is purple (timber production), protected only by existing TLMP S&Gs.

and habitat mosaics can continue to support viable populations of
their original array of flora and fauna. Species viability is a pressing issue for, say, the blunt-nosed leopard lizard in California’s
Central Valley that has lost over 99% of its original habitat, but it’s
a rather low bar for a southeast Alaskan conservation plan. Hunters
and fishers want productive watersheds, not just viable ones.
Partially because Southeast lacks most of the habitat specialists
common farther south, and partly because our landscape is more
intact, logging has not yet pushed too many species to extinction at
a province scale. “Species triviality,” however, is a distinct possibility. Fragmentation can clearly impact a species like northern
goshawk (by Southeast standards a habitat specialist), to the degree
that its function as top forest predator is trivialized.
At what point in the escalation of logging impacts might we
expect to see a sudden drop in populations for a species such as
black-tailed deer? 1 The hypothetical inflection curves at right
1 Winter severity of course operates independently of logging-induced
habitat fragmentation, and over the short term has much more striking
impacts on deer populations. Mild winters of the past several decades kept
populations high despite the loss of quality winter habitat in hammered
gems.
That ended (hopefully only briefly) during the winter of 2006-07, when
deep snow drove starving deer to the beaches throughout Southeast.
Opinions are divided as to whether mortality was buffered in the more intact,
unlogged watersheds.
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show increasing fragmentation in 3 different kinds of watersheds subjected to additional logging. The upper chart
represents a gentle, mostly forested landscape like southern
Kosciusko. The middle chart shows a more mountainous
watershed like Sitkoh Bay with high level of natural fragmentation but productive alluvial bottomland. The bottom
chart shows an equally mountainous but more universally
unproductive place like Ushk Bay. On each curve, the red dot
shows where we believe we are today.
On southwest Kosiusko, a great deal of old growth was
removed before fragmentation began to spike. But today
we’ve reached the point where megacuts start to bump
against bogs and scrubby, forested wetlands. Cutting the last
LT karst patches would cause a spike in rate of fragmentation
relative to the additional acreage of OG logged.
At Sitkoh Bay, the high commercial value of of the alluvial spruce forest, plus the greater logistical costs of valleywall logging resulted in the stripped bottomland pattern (as
opposed to the expansive megacuts of Kos). As you continue
to remove the last patches of old growth from the lowlands
and toe-slopes, fragmentation spikes, especially for deer, to
whom the highlands in hard winters may as well not exist.
At Ushk Bay there was only a tiny amount of large-tree
forest and it’s already half gone. For species associated with
that habitat, we might already be half-way to the inflection of
the curve.
The good news is the natural tendency for logging to slow
down as you reach the inflection point in these curves, due
to decreasing timber values of the “dregs,” plus increasing logistical challenges such as hillslope roading. In most
hammered gems throughout the Tongass (upper 2 curves),
our sense is that we’re poised today right at these inflections. In most watersheds, we haven’t yet seen the kinds of
fragmentation that could lead to species-viability inflection
points.
The bad news is Phase 1. It will drive us up the steep
slopes of the fragmentation curves, even against the better
judgement of forest managers, because there’s suddenly
nowhere else to legally log.
On page 27 we return to suggestions on how we might
legislate ways to avoid impact inflection points in hammered
gems .
Above: Hypothetical habitat fragmentation curves for
productive versus unproductive watersheds. With escalating fragmentation we’ll start to see species loss and
“species triviality” as well.
Left: Debarked spruce logs were mechanically placed
in Fubar Creek to mitigate excessive loss of LWD. Cost
of rehabilitation work at Fubar was about $500,000 as
of 2007.
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Hammered gem: Spasski
estuary, Chichagof Island.
Note slope failures (orange)
on left.

How far can we push resilience?
Spasski Creek watershed is a private-lands hammered gem
near Hoonah. Lacking even TLMP buffer protections, in
the 1980s it was logged to the banks in some reaches, with
single-tree buffers in others. What has been the impact to
fish and wildlife values? In particular, how has logging
impacted brown bear? Like humans, bears have unsophisticated omnivore guts that can’t tolerate the woody, often
toxic diet of ruminants such as deer; this forces bears, like
humans, to zero in on nature’s most generous and productive places.
Recent ADF&G data comparing brown bear use at
Spasski to nearby Freshwater Creek (with less streamside
logging) show that the story of bears and logging is more
subtle than one might expect. Satellite telemetry suggests
that the brown bears who have the most choice about where
they fish—big, dominant males—are more common at
Spasski than Freshwater. In fact, they camp round-the-clock
on cutover Spasski streambanks.
That part is not surprising. Spasski ranks 10th out of 83
watersheds in its province for overall salmon values. The
post-logging flush-out of big logs and associated pools may
even have made spawners easier to catch in some reaches.
The most striking behavioral difference between the 2 study
Hammered gem: Deborah Perkins and Kenyon
Fields on the Spasski bear-search platform

streams is that females with young tend to bed at greater
distances from the Spasski channel (probably in fear of
boars), adding to their commuting costs and reducing total
fishing time. It’s not clear how much of this difference
is due to logging alterations, as opposed to an inherent
difference between Spasski (linear) and Freshwater (multibranched) study reaches.
Hammered? Yes. Extinguished bear values? No. Spasski and similar watersheds are important not just because
of potential future restored values; they’re valuable now.
To the degree they still function, they bestow value on
surrounding marine and terrestrial environments (eg
salmon). To the degree they’re impaired, they serve as
“sinks” or open drains, sucking down the values of neighboring watersheds (eg poaching kill and over-trapping on
ORV roads; seed source for invasive species; winter deer
starvation.)
To us, it’s been a relief to discover that such intensive
logging of hammered gems does not immediately and
forever destroy all fish and wildlife values. The resilience
of productive places has been one of the principle lessons
of our last 3 summers on the ground. We’ve been somewhat
puzzled when friends respond to this news with concern;
“But what if timber proponents hear you saying how well
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things are doing after logging? This could be construed as
a green light for more!”
As naturalists, we have a special fondness for new information that appears to overturn our preconceptions. What
initially seems contradictory or unbelievable may announce
the opening of doors to exciting insights and unforeseen
opportunities. Unfortunately, operating in the political arena
requires a simple and consistent message. The shifting
subtleties of science can be frustrating for both advocates
and policy makers.1
We recognize that some truths are inconvenient to the
message, but Tongass ecology is too complex to be distilled
into “Wilderness Good; Logging Bad” sound bites for PR
campaigns. Two problems with tuning out off-message
information: 1) it creates an atmosphere of distrust among
potential collaborators; 2) goals become frozen, unable to
evolve in light of new information.
How should we answer a proposal for more old-growth
logging in a place like Spasski? In our opinion it’d be like
surviving one round of russian roulette, and interpreting
that as endorsement for round 2. To extend that analogy,
perhaps Spasski pinks and male brownies survived round
one, but marten, goshawk, and winter deer habitats are
already approaching triviality.
Given a choice, few conservationists would condone
further OG logging in a hammered gem watershed like
Spasski. But with constant battles to fight for pristine watersheds (unproductive leftovers), Southeast conservation
groups since the 1970s have tended to cut their losses and
move on to the next fight. This has led to a rather fatalistic
attitude about those hammered gems where we “lost the
battle.” We think it’s time to re-examine that assumption in
1 For example, several years ago, when John Caouette and others
pointed out that there was actually quite a bit of “high-volume” forest
left on the Tongass, most conservation advocates felt betrayed. It
was especially difficult for our message-bearers in Washington DC,
most of whom had been telling congress and the media that 70%
of our high-volume forest had been logged. Subsequent mapping
led by Caouette has allowed us to make more sophisticated and
defensible claims in support of conservation proposals.

light of the threats posed to hammered gems by Phase 1.
Some biologists feel that hammered gems like Spasski or
Admiralty’s Whitewater Bay have been tipped into a downward trajectory from which they may not emerge for at
least another century. We don’t have a crystal ball, but tend
to agree that for fish such as coho who depend upon pools
created by massive fallen trees production may decline.
For salmonids such as pink and chum who don’t overwinter as fry in the streams, the logging impact story is
more complicated. It will vary between warm and cool
streams, in mainstem vs headwaters, and in buffered vs
unbuffered channels.
As for terrestrial wildlife habitat, some of the pessimism
about future trajectories is founded upon misunderstanding
of successional trends on upland versus alluvial surfaces.
For example, at Spasski, telemetered female brown bears
select 1980s-era clearcuts above all other available habitats
except estuary, targeting abundant berries in these open
habitats. While this might seem a positive initial response
to logging, some biologists downplay it, predicting that
canopy closure will soon terminate the berry production
that feeds bears.
But this prediction is based upon the well-described
shade-reduction of understory forage plants in upland
coniferous succession. In contrast, there’s been little
published study of succession in stripped-bottomland
hammered gems such as Spasski, Sitkoh, or Fish Bay. On
logged fans and flood plains, most of the redeveloping
forest will never experience conifer canopy closure.
Compare this block-diagram successional series. In
upland coniferous succession, the 50 and 100-year stages
have dense, interlocking canopies and little but moss on
the forest floor. On flood plains, however, spruce typically
come up widely dispersed among red alders and vigorous
shrubs, and hemlock colonization is negligible. Conifers
cast much less shade than in upland second growth. The
berry species most sought by bears—devil’s club, salmonberry and stink currant—will continue to thrive on the
Spasski bottomlands.

20
View downstream from bridge above Spasski estuary. Arrow on
2005 air photo shows photopoint. Red alders about 20 years old
have ‘captured’ regrowth on the active flood plain. The downside:
once the last legacy logs have flushed out of the stream, it could
take a more than a century to grow spruce large enough to replace
them. The upside: alder litter is a fine food base for invertebrates
that feed rearing fish. Spruces emerging through this alder forest
will not close canopy. Most summer forage plants and berries
important to bears will never be excluded by shade as in upland
coniferous succession.

Certainly, logging has caused long-term damage to hammered gems.
Some aspects of this damage—coho winter habitat, upland winter deer
habitat, possibly female brown bear habitat—may only get worse over
coming decades. But to cite that as rationale for consigning hammered
gems cores to further old-growth logging is a mistake–one that we may be
seeing a lot of in Phase 1.

Hammered gem:
Bob Christensen
and Neils Dau
with redcedar in
proposed karst
cutting unit,
Logjam sale,
NPOW.

How bad is Phase 1?
It wasn’t until 2006, on our second visit to the proposed Logjam sale
on northern POW, that it really sunk in for us how tightly we’ve boxed
ourselves in with Tongass logging to date, and how foolhardy it would be
to continue old-growth logging at anything close to the levels of the past.
The original Logjam sale at the time we reviewed it 2 offered about 50
million board feet, coming from 4,500 acres, and involving 32 new miles
of road. This is probably pretty typical of what USFS has in mind for the
ramp-up that will eventually lead to an “integrated forest products industry” in Southeast. About half the original large-tree forest has already been
removed from the Logjam, and the remainder is too scattered to effectively
target.
What drives the Logjam unit layout—and this is true of almost every
proposed timber sale in the central and southern Tongass—is red- and
yellow-cedar (lower chart, page 25). These ancient trees have become the
heart of the Tongass timber program. Without them, timber managers have
a hard time finding bidders. Cedar-logging always involves substantial
bycatch of “junk” hemlock. Whole biological communities are removed for
the sake of a few individual trees.
As important as cedar has become to the economic viability of Tongass
timber projects, scientists can say very little about the value to wildlife of
cedar habitat, or of extreme tree-age, per se. What, then, are the obvious
ecological threats of cutting 4,500 more acres here?
Logjam is an example of a ‘checkerboard’ landscape in the map on page
10. Half the originally moderate-to-good winter deer habitats have been
converted to poor or very poor according to the deer model. In addition to
this overall loss, the remaining patches of good winter habitat are much
smaller than before, and more isolated from each other.
Map, next patge, bove left, helps to visualize what further logging would
mean for the Logjam landscape. Turn all black outlines (proposed) to pink
(cut) in your mind’s eye; the checkerboard is well on its way to a creeping
megacut.
Now, imagine yourself a deer in winter. On the upper right comparison
maps, originally, you could have travelled throughout the northern portion
of Logjam without leaving moderate to very good habitat. Today, quality
habitat patches are not only smaller but more isolated. Proposed further
clearcutting would remove most of the remaining quality habitat. Add wolf
predation, and there’ll be little left for human hunters in this major sport
and subsistence hunting region. Currently, the Sweetwater VCU—heart of
2 The sale has been scaled down to 30mmbf, but we don’t have the new unit
pool, so have used our earlier maps to illustrate the general point about landscape
connectivity and impacts to habitat.
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Proposed Logjam timber sale. Pink shows existing cuts,
black outlines show proposed cuts. This would tip Logjam
from a checkerboard to a creeping megacut landscape.

Original and current winter deer habitat quality. Proposed further logging would
remove 17% of the “very good” class, 20% of the “good”, and 21% of the
“moderate” class, converting them all to “very poor.”

the northern Logjam—is by far the most important single watershed for Ketchikan deer hunters (Flanders et al 1998)
Okay, with those impacts as a reality check, let’s zoom back out
from Logjam to the entire Tongass. Major sales the size of Logjam
typically take 3 years or so to be completely cut. So a 50 mmbf
sale would only provide ~16 mmbf annually to the 100 mmbf ASQ
goal of Phase 1. It would take a total of 6 Logjams, administered
at one time, to move on to Phase 2. Given the current work force
situation at USFS it seems to us that administrative oversight
needed for 6 large-scale projects is not available. But what if it
were? Is the wood even there?
We dug a little deeper into that question by looking at the USFS
data on “suitable timber lands.” We conclude the current USFS
presentation of timber suitability overestimates potential ASQ
and is misleading to both timber and conservation interests. There
seems to be a disconnect between the Ranger District scale—
where planners struggle to find scraps of timber for even relatively
small sales—and the Tongass scale, where bureaucratic optimism
somehow prevails. For our analysis we used some simple caveats
that provide a more realistic assessment of standing old-growth
timber availability.
For example, high-elevation old-growth is not well-suited for
logging. Tree size is small, growth rate is very slow, heli-logging
has a dim future with rising fuel cost, and steep-slope roading is
environmentally destructive. It’s poor forestry to include these
high-country acres in the “suitable” layer, so we removed all forest

Before/after comparison of high-value winter deer range,
from the 2004 Cobble Landscape Assessment, Susan
Howell et al., USFS. Remaining old-growth winter habitat at
Sal Creek is exclusively at high elevation, above the ‘monks
fringe’ of stripped bottomland.
Traditional spaced thinning and even the more promising
gap cutting cannot hope to restore more than a fraction of
the value of the original OG habitat. Although we support
restoration, it is currently far more urgent to end OG
logging here than to partially rehabilitate YG habitats.
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above 1000 feet from our total pool. 3
left for the industry to cut. Unless USFS is willing to get
Next, we suggest that SD4H (small diameter forests
realistic with the timber industry, the current proposal may
growing on wet soils) are poorly suited to providing timber
do long-term damage to both hammered gems and honest
to value-added mills, and are ecologically problematic for
timber folks who want to make a go of milling in Southeast
some of the same reasons as high-elevation stands: small
Alaska.
trees, slow growth, drainage-impairing roads. Historically
To us, Phase 1 looks bad for rare and uniquely important
there’s been almost no logging here. We removed
From our perspective, no matter how you slice
these SD4H acres from the total pool as well.
By removing the high elevation and wet-ground it, the wood is just not there. One of the greatest
small diameter wood, our baseline numbers for
disservices we could do to the coming generatimber suitability are more realistic than those
tions is spend the next 10 years rapidly liquidatprovided by USFS. Using these 2 measures, both
ing the last high quality OG left in the hammered
supportable given the historical record and the
gems to “build a bridge to nowhere.”
current sales in offing, the USFS suitable timber
acres would be reduced by a little less than half
Tongass wide (maps, page 23 & 24). Including
patches of old-growth forest. On pages 29-30 we propose
SD4N (small diameter north facing) in the suitable timber
an alternative based upon forest-type suitability, by which
base is similarly dubious. Removing this class would drop
timber could be cut with less damage to connectivity and
the total pool by another 10%.
habitat values.
How would applying these simple and pragmatic
Restoration Priority Watersheds
measures affect the ASQ? After removing the high elevaOne of the most attractive and ecologically important
tion and SD4H from the suitable timber base we’re left
aspects of the TCC conservation strategy is the orange and
with approximately 218,000 acres. We applied an optibrown Restoration Priority Watersheds (RPWs). RPWs
mistic average stand volume of 30 mbf/acre. We used an
were generally identified by rerunning the Marxan process
even more optimistic 100-year rotation period (remaining
without the extra road costs that were used to select the
lower-quality timberlands might actually take twice that
conservation priority (green) areas. A few more places were
long to grow back). Under these generous assumptions, the
added for community values (SEACC Special Areas).
ASQ would be about 65 mmbf/year. If we also removed
As explained in our map series beginning on page 10,
SD4N stands the resultant ASQ would be about 53 mmbf/
the
RPWs include 2 types: areas coded orange allow both
year.
young-growth
and old-growth logging while the brown
In order to reach the 100 mmbf/year Phase-2 stepping
“core”
allows
young-growth
logging only. The RPW core
stone, the average volume per acre would have to climb
zones
are
generally
the
larger
pristine patches of POG
to an impossible 55 mbf, not to mention that this equawithin
the
RPW
matrix
but
are
also sensitive to other
tion assumes logging every single acre in the suitable
biological
values
such
as
the
presence
of unique salmon
timberlands. So far this has never occurred on a Tongass
species.
watershed. In fact, heavily logged bottomlands such as
RPWs significantly add to habitat values captured by the
Sitkoh Lake, Sitkoh Bay, Rodman Creek, and False Island,
conservation
priority (green) zones. They improve landconsidered by many in USFS as being “done”—that is, not
scape
connectivity
and identify high priority areas for restosuitable for any more old-growth timber sales—still have
ration.
We
hope
there
is general consensus that the RPWs
over 20% of their original low elevation POG.
are
a
non-expendable
component
of the TCC strategy.
If we can’t make every acre work in areas as thoroughly
Four
aspects
of
RPW
design
will
collectively determine
roaded as this, we certainly can’t expect to log the rest of
their
ability
to
maximize
TCC
conservation
success: restothe Tongass timber base, much of it on topography with
ration
prioritization,
connectivity,
timber
management
and
severe roading challenges. From our perspective, no matter
political
reality.
how you slice it, the wood is just not there. One of the
Restoration In our opinion, the current RPW prioritizagreatest disservices we could do to coming generations is
tion
is too exclusive in determining which areas are worthy.
spend the next 10 years rapidly liquidating the last high
For
example,
considering salmon habitat and the wildlife
quality OG left in the hammered gems to “build a bridge to
that
benefit
from
it, there’s an abundance of logged high
nowhere.”
fish
forest
(alluvial
forest bordering salmon streams) in
If by some accounting finesse the USFS is able to reach
lands
left
in
the
timber
base by the current TCC proposal
the 100 mmbf/year goal, and in the interim the TCC
(cross-hatching
on
preceding
sidebar map). Areas that stand
conservation proposal is successful at garnering permanent
out
to
us:
Cobble,
Maybeso,
Rush
Peak, Upper Staney,
protections for Phase 2 and 3 lands, there will be nothing
Margaret Lake and Cathedral Falls. We’d like to see these
watersheds included in future restoration classifications.
3 Currently, cuts above 1000 feet constitute only ~10% of Tongass
logging. That’s rapidly changing for 2 reasons: yellow-cedar is
This could be done simply by tweaking a few threshold
concentrated there, and exhausted lowlands force sales to higher
values, as explained below.
elevations. Neither reason is defensible in our view.

continued on p. 26
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Forest type and elevational components of “suitable” timber in Phase 1,
region-wide.

Orange areas on
this map are Phase
1 watersheds under
the new TLMP. Within
these units, the mapped
“suitable” timber is shown
as shades of green-to-yellow.
If high elevation (>1000 ft) and
wet, small-tree forests (SD4H)
were excluded from the timber
base, as we believe is appropriate,
the suitable area would be cut almost in
half, to about 218,000 acres.
At this scale, the forest patches that
would remain—shown here in dark green—
are barely detectable, but they represent the
finest remnants of our most productive watersheds (hammered gems). They would support
a maximum realistic ASQ of only 65 mmbf/year,
and could be nearly liquidated within the decade if
cutting levels instead reach the Phase-1 threshold of
100 mmbf/year. The industry as we know it cannot be
sustained at that level.
On the following page is a blow-up of eastern Chichagof Island, where the (debatably) suitable timber is more
clearly visible.
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Forest type and elevational components of “suitable” timber in Phase 1,
eastern chichagof

Orange is Phase 1.
Within this area, the
mapped “suitable”
timber is shown as
shades of green-toyellow. If the timber
base were narrowed
down to just the dark
green, only 22,000
acres would remain.
Just as these patches
of low elevation POG
are the most valuable
to the timber industry,
they are also uniquely
valuable to wildlife.
Rapidly cutting that
last acreage of lowland
medium- and largetree forest on this
already-fragmented
landscape would have
long-term ecological
impacts, and terminate any potential to
support a mill featuring low volumes of
high-quality wood.
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Importance
of red- and
yellowcedar
to the
Southeast
timber
industry,
and their
role in
round-log
export
policy.

We include these figures from a 2007 USFS market analysis by
Housley, Vaughn and Alexander, because data on relative value
of the Southeast timber species are so telling with regard to the
industry’s current emphasis on both red- and yellow-cedar.
The report is titled: Forest Service, Region 10 Timber Market
Analysis of the Effects of Export and Interstate Commerce on
Timber Sale Value and Volume.
Scenarios 1 through 7 reflect increasingly liberal export policies from left to right. “L48” means “lower 48 states; “FM” means
“foreign markets.”
The report and charts are significant because annual Interior
Appropriations bill riders prohibit the Forest Service from advertising sales that have deficit appraisal rates. Yellow cedar can
be sold in log form to any foreign and domestic market and the
Forest Service appraises sales based on its export value. But
other tree species, even though they may be shipped to lower 48
without primary processing, are appraised based on their value
for local processing.

As the charts show, it takes an extraordinarily disproportionate
amount of red and yellow cedar to generate a positive appraisal
value because by law, the overall stand quality (grey “average”
bar) must be positive. On the northern Tongass (Sitka, Hoonah,
and Juneau Ranger Districts) sales are not even legal until
scenario 6.
Under all scenarios, cedar is what floats the sale. But appraisal values have become increasingly more deficit in recent
years. These charts show what will happen under the agency’s
new limited interstate shipment policy. By pre-authorizing sale
purchasers to ship unprocessed spruce and hemlock logs out of
state, the appraisal values rise and increase the likelihood that
timber sales can be advertised.
The negative values for hemlock (blue bars) help us to understand the ‘bycatch’ problem. In even the highest-value cedar
forests, hemlock typically constitutes well over half the volume,
and is considered “junk” by most local operators. Not until such
wood can be exported in the round will the sale interest a bidder.
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TCC-proposed timber base and the high-fish forest
This map shows watershed ranking for impacts to high-fish forest—ie. riparian stands critical to spawning and rearing salmon—
in the North POW (green) and Revilla/Cleveland (red) provinces.
The color scheme is based on cumulative acres of high fish
forest that have been logged in each watershed. Darker colored
watersheds have seen the highest number of high-fish acres
logged and lighter colors have seen the least.

Connectivity Although connectivity was not specifically
employed as a value in Marxan analysis, the RPWs usually
do a good job of catching pinch points and low elevation
corridors. Exceptions include the Freshwater-to-Game,
Sitkoh Lake, Polk-to-Cholmondeley and Neets-to-Carroll
corridors. We’d like these to be assigned RPW status based
on connectivity values (blue-numbers on map, page 8). It’s
particularly important to end further OG logging in the last
intact patches within these major landscape pinchpoints.
It would be useful to add a transparent GIS model for
connectivity so that the site selection process picks up these
and other important low elevation corridors. Such a model
could improve overall defensibility of the approach currently used to identify RPWs.
Timber Management Non-core zones (orange) of RPWs
are more fragmented than RPW core zones (brown). The
current timber management plans for RPWs in the proposed

Under the existing TCC proposal, the hatched areas remain in
the timber base. Areas in this map with relatively large amounts
of logged high fish forest but that would remain in the timber
base include: Cobble, Maybeso, Rush Peak. Upper Staney, and
Margaret Lake.
Other impacted areas occur on Non-national Forest lands
(dark).

TCC strategy steers future old-growth logging to the highly
fragmented non-core zones. This seems backwards. If
old-growth logging must exist in RPWs wouldn’t it be less
destructive in those areas with a little more room to absorb
the impacts?
Political reality If one acknowledges that restoration
priority areas are critical to a holistic TCC design, what
steps are needed to insure they don’t get negotiated out of
a legislative deal? We certainly agree that if old-growth
logging takes place at all in RPWs, it must be “consistent
with conservation of fish and wildlife habitat.” But to overcomplicate the issue with cerebral model-laden explanations on how to protect important and sensitive areas may
result in a less than enthusiastic response from the political
powers-that-be. Then again, to over-simplify—eg to simply
ban OG logging in RPWs—may result in such an extreme
reduction in theoretical ASQ that loss of industry buy-in
would scuttle chances for a congressional solution.
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Suggested changes to TCC Strategy
Details of TCC strategy that we think could use some
tweaking boil down to the identification and protection of
hammered gems in both the Restoration Priority Watersheds and the Timber Priority Watersheds.
There are two fundamental reasons to protect hammered
gems from further old-growth logging. The first is their
great historic, ongoing and potential future contribution
to their respective biogeographic provinces. Second is the
great risk attached to further watershed degradation (impact
inflection points, future restoration costs).
Many important hammered gems are included in the
restoration priority watersheds. The simplest way to
strengthen protections for sensitive areas is to simply ban
old-growth logging in these watersheds altogether (turn
all orange to brown). If forced by ASQ politics to allow
substantial old-growth logging in these VCUs, our preference is to relax the prohibitions at the “brown end” of the
intactness spectrum while employing defensible selection
criteria to remove sensitive hammered gems from the
old-growth timber base in what is currently coded “orange.”
Old-growth logging is probably more “consistent with
conserving fish and wildlife habitat” on the edges of the
currently mapped brown (intact core) units.
In addition to strengthening protections of hammered
gems in the Restoration Priority Watersheds we’d also like
to see additional protections for hammered gem cores that
remain in the timber base. Due to the intensity and ubiquity
of logging fragmentation in the timber-priority classification there’s no simple rule to protect key habitats while
leaving a timber base for a reasonably scaled industry. The
best solution we see is to use a site-by-site approach akin
to the landscape assessments done today that would quantitatively identify hammered gem cores no longer suitable
for logging. This process should effectively pick out the
megacuts, stripped bottomlands and highly fragmented
checkerboard forests for additional protections.
Toward this end, we explored 3 systematic GIS approaches, including: VCU and HUC-scale application of thresholds for % logged and a subwatershed scale (marxan
hexagon groupings) application of thresholds for % logged.
Many additional GIS tools are available to the conservation
community for this kind of work.
One of the lessons we learned while exploring systematic
approaches to identifying hammered gem cores was that
because of the extreme variability in Tongass landscapes it
is very difficult to come up with a simple ‘one-scale-fits-all’
approach.
Our conclusion is that the best overall solution would
involve multiple-scale analysis. Dave Albert has suggested a general ‘threshold’ approach that might legislate a
multiple-scale analysis for all timber projects proposed in
potentially sensitive hammered gems. For example, for all
VCUs where logging exceeds, say, 25% of original POG,
managers would be required to perform ‘roving window’
GIS searches (eg bottom panel in following illustration for

Kosciusko that employs hexagons), identifying and removing all creeping megacuts and stripped bottomlands from
the OG timber base. If after these 2 scales of analysis a
project area is still considered suitable for timber planning
it would be ready for the finest scale of assessment, that is,
cutting unit layout and timber stand analysis.
Where should we be logging?
Since the 1970s, biologists have learned a lot about where
we shouldn’t be logging, but they haven’t seriously pursued
the flip-side of this issue. Neither has the conservation
community advanced a clear vision of what an appropriate
Southeast logging program would look like. Historically,
the tendency has been to fight for the watersheds deemed
“high biological or social value” and let the losing watersheds fend for themselves, protected only by inadequate
TLMP Standards and Guidelines (S&Gs).
On a coarse, Tongass-wide scale, the TNC/Audubon
conservation assessment has made a good first cut at identifying appropriate locations for logging. By protecting
high-Marxan intact watersheds (unproductive leftovers)
and—if our concerns above are addressed—also protecting
the most over-logged portions of hammered gems, we’re
left with a set of VCUs that have presently low biological value, reasonable amounts of timber, and moderately
well-developed road systems.
This of course is a double-negative approach; it chooses
timber VCUs based upon the inverse of where we shouldn’t
be logging. A necessary step, but only part of a holistic
answer.
Another issue that was addressed in a more direct fashion
by TNC/Audubon at the coarse, Southeast-wide scale was
economy: where are the existing or potential mills, and
what communities want to include timber as part of their
economic formula? Future logging should take place on the
coastlines 4 and road systems of those communities; many
other federal logging roads should be permanently closed
after restoration.
This coarse-scale approach gets us half-way there, but
if, at this point, we relinquish management to the TLMP
S&Gs, the result is timber sales like the proposed Iyouktug,
that turn checkerboards to megacuts, liquidate ancient cedar
forests, and exacerbate fragmentation in landscapes like the
Logjam and the Cobble (page 21) that have already lost the
majority of their high-quality winter deer habitat.
The complete answer to the question “Where should we
be logging” requires us to zoom in closer, to the forest-type
scale (individual TIMTYP polygons, etc.). As a first stage
in that effort, we’ve created a tentative ranking of forest
types according to their suitability for sustainable logging
(last page).
If we concentrate logging in the forest types near the
4 We support limited second-growth logging within the 1000-foot
coastal buffer. Strategic commercial logging in these stem-excluded
stands could actually improve wildlife habitat. More discussion
of this subject is in the Carstensen essay sustainable20070117.
pdf
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Percentages logged by (from top down:) VCU,
HUC, and Marxan hexagons. (HUCs are a finerscale watershed deliniation than VCUs)

top of this list—red alder, conifer second
growth, wind forest, cedar dieback, etc—
and log at a moderate pace, Southeast
should be able to sustain a timber program
in perpetuity while maintaining locally
important, globally renowned fish and
wildlife values and ecosystem services.
If, instead, we continue today’s focus on
the vulnerable types at the bottom of the
list—karst forest, large-tree cedar types,
etc—we throw away a priceless, globally
rare treasure that won’t be recovered in
half a millennium.
Our challenge is to fine-tune that forest
suitability list, and to map it. The current
forest structure maps (TIMTYP, vegcode,
etc.) cannot identify alder patches, cedar
mixes, or large-tree karst stands. Ultimately this may be accomplished through
LiDAR technology. But even before such
maps become available, we can legislate
a timber program that honors forest-type
sustainability. We ask for 3 fundamental
changes:
1) A more respectful pace. Decisions
based on what the land can sustain vs
predictions of market demand. The slower
we log, the greater our choices in what
kinds of forests and watersheds we target.
If the Tongass had an ASQ of 15 to 30
mmbf/year, supplying 5 mills the size
of Wes Tyler’s in Hoonah, we could log
almost anywhere sustainably, and meet
most of Southeast’s internal construction
needs.
2) A more respectful scale. Focus on appropriate forest type,
rather than on sacrificial watersheds.
3) A more grounded, peer-reviewed timber program. Get
agency and NGO habitat experts back in the field. Have them identify appropriate as well as inappropriate places to log.
Legislating changes we can’t (yet) map
Recent progress in mapping technologies such as LiDAR make it
possible to imagine a time not far in the future when minute subtleties of forest structure can be delineated and protected. But today, we
don’t even have a map of where, for example, the remaining stands
of large-tree redcedar forest are found. To put an end to unsustainable
fragmentation and high-grading of irreplacable forest types, we must
address these improvements not on a map, but with improvements to
TLMP Standards and Guidelines (S&Gs). Our 2005 Groundtruthing
Report (http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/ground-truthing-project-final-report-2005/) elaborates on these necessary changes.
Here, we only list them:

Unproductive leftover: Typical
forest on Silurian granitics, Trollers
Cove. This VCU is Marxan tier 2
(high conservation priority) and will
not be logged until phase 3

Hammered gem: Redcedar in
proposed unit, Chasina Penninsula. This VCU is Marxan tier
4 (low conservation priority). It
could be logged in phase 1. [PS
2018: gone now.]

● Require species-specific diameter thresholds
to prohibit the cutting of individual rare, very
large (i.e. ancient) trees.
● Prohibit high-grading of red- and yellow-cedar forests. (Probably requires a mean diameter
threshold for the stand as a whole.)
● Terminate timber ‘by-catch’ by prohibiting
old-growth clearcut logging in stands with high
portion of low-value trees that local mills don’t
want.
● Permanently end OG logging on karst.
Restrict YG logging to areas with suitable thickness of till cover over sensitive epikarst surfaces.
● Require timber sales planned in hammered
gems to conduct a landscape assessment prioritizing restoration and restricting unit layout to the
most suitable timber types.
● Require systematic connectivity analysis and
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Hammered gem: Mariya Lovishchuk at
Fish Bay, Northern Baranof

prohibit clearcut logging in old-growth corridors so identified. Close the “creeping megacut” loophole allowing new
cuts to be scabbed onto older ones when trees reach 5 feet.
● End administrative waivers of the 72% slope threshold
guideline, which has been abused on some districts.
● Mandate a schedule of road closures, and prohibit new
roads in “high-risk” provinces.
● Require pre-DEIS detailed forest structure mapping for
all sale areas (either lidar or denser ground-based inventories than the current stand exams)
● Improve the timber sale planning process. Through
aerial imagery, better mapping and stand data, give collaborating agencies and the public a more ecologically grounded understanding of what forest types are being saved and
lost.
● Strengthen Old-Growth Reserve requirements in
Appendix K (address the “minimums as maximums”
problem).
● Finally, and most important, we must again revisit
the 2008 TLMP’s grossly inflated ASQ that still honors
“demand” over environmental sustainability.
Ranking of forest suitability
The numbered list in the following sidebar is a provisional
ranking of forest types according to ecological suitability.5
It’s not a data-driven ranking; simply a subjective opinion
based upon 3 years of ground-truthing. This is a work in
progress and we welcome input.
Our primary suitability criterion is rotation period. In
the time we could regrow an ancient red- or yellow-cedar
5 We’ve chosen the simple term “suitability” rather than
“sustainability” because the latter is so difficult to evaluate. We may
intuit sustainability but we can’t measure it. The Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) likewise avoids the term sustainability, even though
their work clearly advances it.

Typical view on mainstem of te stream entering Fish Bay. Almost no
large logs remain in this reach, logged in 1951.
The downside: reduced nutrient retention and loss of pools that
shelter overwintering coho.
The upside: in these shallow glides and riffles there’s no place
for a spawner to hide. This is a first-choice fishing reach for alpha
brownies. Fish Bay is 3rd-ranked of 42 VCUs in West Baranof province for overall salmon values. With an escapement of 60,000, this
is one of Southeast’s 50 most productive pink streams.
Yes, Fish Bay was hammered. But we consider it the equal of
Kadashan for fish and wildlife values. Its estuary, in part because
of logging disturbance, has greater habitat diversity and possibly
higher bear values than Kadashan’s.
The Forest Service did the right thing here. The entire Fish Bay
watershed is now classified Old-growth Reserve.

forest, we could cut 10 to 20 rotations of red alder.
Another criterion is early-seral habitat value; alder
ranks above conifer second growth not only because of
shorter rotation period, but because it provides valuable
fish and wildlife habitat in all phases of growth, while most
conifer second growth has little ecological value during
most of its rotation.
Rarity counts against ecological suitability. In general,
the most rare (and naturally declining, e.g. yellow-cedar)
forest types are at the bottom of the list. Type # 13 is so rare
that we know of only one remaining patch larger than 10
acres on the entire Tongass.
However, abundance does not increase smoothly to the
top of the list. For example, there is much less red alder
(type #1) than coniferous second growth (#2). Obviously,
these forest types should be cut in proportion to availability. Alder stands are sporadically distributed, and
should never be eliminated as a mature deciduous habitat
in a given watershed. We might even aspire to increase the
percentage of alder in our second growth acreage.
Working down the list, the first (living) old-growth forest
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Unproductive leftover: Aerial view of scrub and bog within
the former proposed Emerald Bay timber sale. See pie charts
on page 5; the overall sale area has moderate % POG but
little large-tree forest.

acre might have 10 times the dollar value of a
hemlock old-growth acre, so, by logging cedar, we
impact only a tenth the acreage at the same profit
to the operator, and less administrative cost to the
taxpayer. Does that mean we should cut cedar?
In addition to stand structural type there are of
course many external constraints on suitability. For
example, stands important to landscape connectivity
should not be clearcut, no matter what type they are.
We hope this critique of the new TLMP and of the
evolving TCC conservation proposal results in a
more widespread appreciation of the importance of
hammered gem watersheds. We ask those who care
about these places to join us in advocating stronger
measures to protect them from accelerated impacts
over the coming decade.

type is #5, hemlock-dominated stands on upland slopes with little
spruce or cedar. This is probably the most abundant forest type on
the Tongass. While it often has high value (winter deer, marten,
goshawk, etc.), there’s a great deal of it. If we must cut old
growth at all, upland hemlock is the most suitable.
Timber bycatch potential also counts against ecological suitability. For example, red- and yellow-cedar
stands that drive layout of today’s units are
Most-suitable forest types at top of this list; least-suitable at
rarely pure; cutting them means unacceptable
bottom:
waste of ancient hemlock considered “junk” by
1) mature second-growth red alder, 40- to 60-years old
some operators.
2) mature (rotation-ready) conifer second-growth (50-100 yrs +?)
Substrate suitability is a factor. Probably
3) hemlock wind-forest 100 to 200 years old (even-aged)
the soils best suited to repeatable, short-rota4) dead standing yellow-cedar (select cut) in the dieback stands *
tion forestry are on deep alluvium, but roading
5) hemlock upland old growth (OG), few large spruce, no cedar
damage and impacts to fisheries rules most of
6) spruce-dominated upland OG, no cedar
these out. Similarly, steep colluvial soils often
7) large-tree spruce-dominated alluvial OG
grow large trees but are difficult to log without
8) large-tree colluvial OG, slide-prone
severe erosion. Probably our most suitable
9) redcedar/hemlock/spruce OG
Southeast substrates are on gentle, wind-ex10) hemlock large-tree OG on karst; few spruce or cedar
posed upland slopes, where uprooting perenni11) redcedar-dominated large-tree OG on karst
ally churns the soils, maintaining productivity.
12) stands with heavy component of yellowcedar >24 inches
Least suitable substrate types are delicate
13) spruce-dominated giant-tree OG on karst (rarest of the rare)
epikarst bedrock with only thin till cover.
Market value is not factored into this rank* There have been no studies of ecological value of the cedar dieback forest.
ing. In fact, it’s currently almost an inverse
Dead yellow-cedars may provide key wildlife habitat, perhaps related to
relationship–an example of “perverse subsiextreme rot-resistance and longevity of snags. But dieback salvage certainly
dies” (Resilience Alliance, page 15). But we
seems preferable to cutting green ancient trees. As market value of this
should be alert for exceptions. For example, red
species inevitably rises, people will be willing to pack or yard it greater
distances. Fortunately, because our existing Wilderness and administratively
alder has a large furniture niche in the lower
protected land is largely on unproductive surfaces, it protects a good deal of
48; why aren’t we capitalizing on that trend?
yellow-cedar dieback stands.
Likewise, Alaskan hemlock is slowly gaining
Except for select cutting of dead yellow-cedar, we’re assuming clearcuts
recognition down south as the equal of doug fir
in the above ranking. In our opinion, proposed widespread transition to
for many uses.
selective logging (e.g. Iyouktug) is a dangerous idea. It impacts more acreage
Trying to balance ecological against market
per volume yielded and is uneconomical for the operator. But our principle
values will be challenging. For example in
objection is the high risk of blowdown among remaining trees.
today’s “perverse” market, a cedar-dominated

